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Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society 
Board Meeting Minutes 
December 12, 2016 at the Maher residence, 5837 Sunset Road, Nanaimo 
 
Attended by: Stephen Gower (Pres), Wayne Doyle (Vice pres), Mark Pearce (Treasurer), John Maher 
(Secretary), Bill Bailey, Barb Benson, Keith Wilson.  Regrets: Marilyn Assaf, Wilma Rosas.  Guests: Lynn 
Peachey and Nelson Wong. 

1. Called to order by Wayne at 8:00 pm.   This was a special meeting of the board to consider a 
proposal by Nelson regarding collaboration on teaching classes at Bowen Park.  

2. Nelson outlined his approach.   

 Nelson is planning to retire from teaching Nanaimo Parks and Rec classes in 2017 and 
proposed that NBDS get more involved in providing teachers for dance classes in the 
future.   

 Nelson felt (and all agreed) that the Monday and Wednesday evenings are prime time for 
dance classes and it would be highly desirable to maintain dance classes at Bowen then. 

 The next Nanaimo Parks and Rec program is Spring-Summer, and 2 classes per Monday 
and Wednesday are scheduled; beginner swing and jive, other beginner ballroom, beyond 
beginner (intermediate) ballroom, and advanced.  There is potentially room for up to 4 
classes per evening, and also other venues for some classes. 

 Nelson confirmed that a student dance held during a class session is possible and would 
be one way that NBDS members could get involved.  The hall would be provided as part 
of the class. 

 If NBDS is interested, Nelson said that all we have to do is put our name on the dance 
class program. 

 There is a major advantage in having the City administer classes.  They look after 
promotion (Leisure Guide and web site) and registration, collection of fees, administration 
etc.  which would otherwise add a strain to our volunteer resources. 

 NBDS would not likely assume any liability for classes assuming that the City would hire 
teachers directly.  NBDS would have an advisory role and would work with the teachers. 

 At present, course plans mainly roll over from year to year.  New programs would require 
a description, and each venue has its own program coordinator (e.g. Theresa at Bowen) 
who would need to approve.  Nelson confirmed that NBDS can talk to the new teachers 
about course content and approach. 

 Nelson proposed that the board form a new Dance Instructors Committee, and to give him 
a title to use when representing NBDS in discussion with City staff.  Nelson would write to 
NBDS to outline the terms of reference for the committee and the nature of the 
cooperation with the City dance classes. 

3. Meeting adjourned for refreshments. (Thanks Tina). 

4. Meeting re-convened after departure of guests.  The consensus was that Nelson’s proposal 
would solve many problems, and was an opportunity for NBDS to grow in a new direction. 

Moved by Wayne,  

 That NBDS establish a Dance Instructors Committee to provide advice, consultation and 
support for the development of dance instruction in the community; 

 That we appoint Nelson to be the chair of the new committee; 
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 That the new committee be composed of dance instructors who are members of NBDS, 
plus an NBDS board member who is not an instructor; 

 And that we request Nelson to prepare for approval by the board a letter providing the 
terms of reference and mandate of the Dance Instructors Committee as well as the role of 
NBDS in relation to dance classes scheduled in the Nanaimo Parks and Recreation 
program.  

Motion carried.  Action: John will forward a copy of these minutes to Nelson and 
request Nelson to prepare the above terms of reference. 

5. Adjourned: at 10:00 pm 

 
Prepared by: 
John Maher 
December 12, 2016 


